The Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academics), Professor Sagir Adamu Abbas, has advised universities and colleges of education to improve the way they produce teachers, who are responsible for teaching at primary and secondary schools across the country.

Speaking on Monday, 4th May, 2018, during a Dissemination Meeting on the Evidence-Based Education Policy and Practices of Teacher Recruitment and Development in Kano State organised by the Centre for Gender Studies, Bayero University, he said the National Policy on Education stipulated that part of the aims and objectives of education at all levels was to inculcate, amongst other things, national consciousness and unity, which could produce the right values and attitudes for the survival of individuals.

Professor Abbas at the meeting in the Centre said provision of the right skills, effective training and administering the right physical equipment and facilities would enable individuals to contribute to the development of the society. He expressed concern that many teachers in our schools lacked effective methods of teaching.

He said universities and colleges of education should be able to improve their students by equipping them with professional skills that could help them to discharge their responsibilities efficiently and effectively.

Earlier, Dr. Hassana Darma, urged government to give Special Education graduands special consideration as every school in the state needed them because some of the students had difficulties in their learning, adding that such effort would help in solving their problems.
Dr. Salisu Mohammed Now Head, Department of Geography

The Vice Chancellor, Professor Muhammad Yahuza Bello, has approved the appointment of Dr. Salisu Mohammed as the Head, Department of Geography, Faculty of Earth and Environmental Sciences, for a period of two years commencing from July 2, 2018.

Allameh Tabataba'I University (ATU)  
Persian Learning Summer School (2018)

The Persian Learning Summer School at Center for Teaching Persian to Speaker of Other Languages (CTPSOL) is planned for those who learn Persian as a second/foreign language. This interactive program is for all various levels and helps students become proficient in Persian by immersing them in a Persian speaking environment for one month.

Who can apply?
We are pleased to announce the call for application in CTPSOL's summer program as follows:
- All students of the following majors:
  - 1-Persian Language and Literature
  - Iranian Studies,
  - Middle Eastern Studies
  - Regional Studies,
  - History,
  - Or other related fields in humanities.
- All other students who has enthusiasm for learning Persian.

Syllabus:
On arrival at CTPSOL, students will be given a Placement Test, so that we can determine their Persian proficiency level and sort them in appropriate levels. During the four-week study, students will receive daily instructions from experienced and qualified teachers, who will make sure that all students develop all language skills (speaking, reading, writing and listening) and savor Iranian culture and traditions.

Cultural Trips and Activities
Daily trips and activities may include:
- Visits to Museums, historical sites – including famous palaces.
- Getting familiar with Persian calligraphy, Handmade Arts and Crafts, traditional foods, etc.
- Meeting with remarkable Persian Professors, Poets and Writers.
- Travelling on parts of the Silk Road.

Registration
For more information and registration, please visit our web-site.
Ctpsol.atan.ac.ir and send your documents to atu.summerschool@gmail.com

Tuition fees
● Four-week courses: 600 Euros included in the price is:
  - All classes, up to 30 hours per week
  - Accommodation with breakfast, lunch and dinner every day
  - Evening meals
  - Excursions, recreation and sightseeing in Tehran and Esfahan
  - Trip to some famous cities on the ancient Silk Road, including Esfahan, known as “half of the world”

Dates
● August 1 to September 1 (2018)

Staff Housing Allocation and Maintenance Committee
Clearing of Roofs and Gutters

The Staff Housing Allocation and Maintenance Committee (SHA&MC) appeals to occupants of University houses to clean the roofs of their houses as the rain season persists. The tree leaves that fall on the roofs together with rain water and other materials cause roof leakages particularly in the Old Campus and gutter blockages particularly in the New Campus.

Bayero University Microfinance Bank Limited
Sales of Grains and Fertilizer to the University Community
by Bayero University Microfinance Bank Limited (BUMFB)

The above captioned refers. BUMFB Limited offers for sale the following:

1. NPK (50kg) Fertilizer - N5,500.00
2. Limited Quantity of Local Rice (milled)/Bag - N32,000 (3times)

COME ONE, COME ALL!

Contact Phone Numbers:
08063373701 – Adam Maigari
08066251464 – Abba Gaya
Call for Application for the ISESCO Research Grant for Young Scientists

The Directorate of Research, Innovation and Partnership (DRIP) wishes to bring to the attention Young Scientists that the Islamic Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (ISESCO), in Rabat, Morocco has advertised the ISESCO Research Grants for Young Scientists.

The Research Grant is for young Scientists under the age of 40 in the following areas:

- Nanotechnology
- Health Biotechnology
- Agricultural Biotechnology
- Frontier Areas of Science and Technology
- Applied Sciences and Biological Sciences

The value of the research grant is $10,000 USD to be paid for a period of two years. Women researchers will be given priority.

Interested Researchers are required to meet the criteria and submit their projects on the specified research grant application form using the electronic version of the form which can be downloaded directly at http://www.scien4innovation.org/index.php/followships.

For inquiries, please contact:
Mrs El Alami Wafaa
Head of ICPSR
ISESCO,
Avenue des F.A.R
PO Box 2275, PC Code 10104
Hay Ryad-Rabat,
Kingdom of Morocco
Phone: (+212) 5 37 56 60 52/53
Fax: (+212) 5 37 56 60 12/13
E-mail: icpsr@isesco.org.ma
URL: https://www.science4innovation.org/

Duly completed Application Form should be mailed to:
Mrs El Alami Wafaa
Head of ICPSR - ISESCO
Avenue des F.A.R – PO Box 2275 – Code 10104
Hay Ryad – Rabat, Kingdom of Morocco

---

Appreciation from Malam Mansur Babagana and Kamaluddeen Babagana

The Deputy Director, Centre for Information Technology (CIT) and Head of Department of Computer Science, Malam Mansur Babagana and Malam Kamaluddeen Babagana of the Department of Biochemistry, on behalf of their family, wish to most sincerely thank the Vice Chancellor, Professor Muhammad Yahuza Bello, other Principal Officers, the entire University Community and those from outside the University for their condolences either by personal visits, phone calls or SMSes over the death of their beloved mother, Hajiya Jummai (Sa’adatu) Babagana, which occurred on Tuesday, 5th June, 2018. May the Almighty God continue to bless you all. Allah Ya saka da Alkhairi.
The Vice Chancellor
PROFESSOR MUHAMMAD YAHUZA BELLO
On behalf of the Entire University Community
Invites the General Public to the

30th PROFESSORIAL INAUGURAL LECTURE

Topic:
SCHIFF BASES AND THEIR TRANSITION METAL COMPLEXES: THE DRUGS FOR THE NEXT GENERATION

LECTURER
PROFESSOR HABU NUHU ALIYU
B.Sc, M.Sc., PhD. (BUK)
Professor of Inorganic Chemistry
Department of Pure and Industrial Chemistry
Faculty of Physical Sciences
Bayero University, Kano.

CHAIRMAN
PROFESSOR MUHAMMAD YAHUZA BELLO
Vice Chancellor
Bayero University, Kano

DATE: Thursday, June 21st, 2018
TIME: 10:00am Prompt
VENUE: Musa Abdullahi Auditorium,
New Campus, Bayero University

ANNOUNCER:
Professorial Inaugural Lecture Committee